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Abstract  

Designing tools that allow end users to easily control and manage a smart home is a critical issue that 

researchers in Ambient Intelligence and Internet of Things have to address. Because of the variety of available 

solutions, with their advantages and limitations, it is not straightforward to understand which are the 

requirements that must be satisfied to effectively support end users. This paper aims to contribute to this topic 

through a systematic and rigorous activity based on two main pillars of the empirical research in software 

engineering: i) a literature review addressing design and evaluation of tools for smart home control oriented to 

end users, and ii) an experimental study in which three tools, that emerged from the literature review as the 

most suitable and widespread, were compared in order to identify the interaction mechanisms that end users 

appreciate most. On the basis of the obtained results, a set of design implications that may drive the 

development of future tools for smart home control and management are presented. 

Keywords: Ambient Intelligence; Internet of Things; Smart Home; Rule-based paradigm; End-User Development 

1 Introduction 

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) and Internet of Things (IoT), with their specific application to the smart home, 

are becoming reality (Atzori et al., 2010; Sadri, 2011), and a plethora of smart home controllers and smart 

devices, like light bulbs, thermostats, humidity sensors, locks, plugs, cameras, etc., are now available on the 

market. Researchers keep studying new intelligent behaviours for such smart systems, designing novel software 

architecture to deal with the data (and big data) these systems generate, investigating new solutions, for 

example, for network and data security, just to name current issues in AmI and IoT. However, a very critical 

topic is concerned with the creation of tools for smart home control and management that address the needs of 

non-technical people, in order to make this technology widely available to any people (Barricelli & Valtolina, 

2015; Brich et al., 2017; Coutaz & Crowley, 2016; Desolda et al., 2017; Ghiani et al., 2017). Indeed, making 
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all people able to install, configure, and use the devices of a smart home is fundamental for the success of any 

hardware/software solution in this field, regardless its sophistication in terms of algorithms or architecture.  

The research reported in this paper addresses this issue. Several software tools have been proposed so far, 

whose goal is to make home inhabitants able to manage their smart home, i.e. to allow them to configure the 

various devices of the home, by modifying their behaviour over time according to family's preferences and 

changing habits. Our research aims at analysing such tools and at identifying those that, at least partially, fulfil 

the above goal, highlighting the interaction mechanisms that users appreciate most, so that design implications 

for creating software tools that allow end users to easily operate on the smart home can be identified. 

With the term end user we refer to the increasing number of non-technical people that, without being expert 

in computer technologies or programming activities, nor willing to be, want to use computer systems for their 

daily activities, i.e., for work as well as for entertainment or other purposes (Ardito et al., 2012). The research 

presented here capitalizes on years of experience on End-User Development (EUD) (Cabitza et al., 2014; 

Costabile et al., 2003; Costabile et al., 2006; Costabile et al., 2007), a discipline that “encompasses methods, 

techniques, methodologies, situations, and socio-technical environments that allow end users to act as 

professionals in those domains in which they are not professionals” (Fischer et al., 2017). Examples can be 

found in several application domains, including the case of smart software systems through which home 

inhabitants are enabled to create and control their smart home by using cheap off-the-shelf devices, smart 

objects and smartphones. In most cases, home inhabitants are examples of end users as described above, thus 

they require tools adequate to them. The workshop on End User Development in the Internet of Things Era 

(EUDITE), held at International Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI 2015) (Tetteroo 

et al., 2015), has inspired the work reported in this article. 

The objective of our research is to empower home inhabitants to adapt the behaviour of their home to their 

needs. This means that such end users should be enabled not only to create simple commands (e.g., “at 7 a.m. 

rise shutters”) but also be provided with more powerful mechanisms that, without requiring any programming 

activity, allow them to monitor dangerous situations (e.g., to check gas leak, intrusions, etc.), carry out tele-

assisted services, and perform environment management tasks (e.g., temperature or lighting setting). 

This paper contributes to the research on IoT for the smart home in several ways. 

• First, it presents a review of the literature from 2010 to 2016 aimed at identifying those tools that 

appear to best support end users in managing and controlling smart devices. From the literature review, 

it emerged that a variety of tools for smart home control have been proposed so far. However, most 

of tools could not be deeply evaluated, due to their nature as research prototypes. A high-level analysis 

was then performed on the selected tools, based on some characteristics and design principles for 

smart home control. This analysis indicated three tools as suitable for an additional investigation: 

Atooma*, IFTTT†, and Tasker‡.  

 
* http://support.atooma.com/ 
† https://ifttt.com/ 
‡ http://tasker.dinglisch.net/ 
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• A further contribution comes from the experimental study performed to compare these three tools by 

involving real users, in order to identify the interaction mechanisms that end users find more usable 

for managing the rules through which they control the smart home.  

• Both the literature review and the experimental study were instrumental to derive implications for the 

design of future tools supporting non-technical people to install, configure and use the devices of a 

smart home.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work with respect to the three main 

contributions of this paper. Section 3 illustrates the planning phase, the conducting phase and the results of the 

literature review, as well as how we addressed the threats to its validity. Section 4 describes the experimental 

study carried out to compare Atooma, IFTTT and Tasker. Section 5 analyses the potential threats to the validity 

of the comparative study, by discussing how they were minimized. Section 6 presents the design implications 

derived from the literature review and the experimental study. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2 Related work 

In the following, we analyse the related work with reference to the main contributions of our paper; 

therefore, we first discuss existing surveys and reviews on IoT and AmI; then, we consider experimental studies 

of tools proposed to address end users’ needs in smart home control, by paying attention to comparative studies; 

finally, we consider literature work that propose design principles and guidelines in this research field. 

2.1 Literature reviews in the IoT and AmI research areas 

Literature reviews in the IoT research field have been proposed to analyze enabling technologies, 

communication protocols, architectures and application issues (Al-Fuqaha et al., 2015; Atzori et al., 2010; 

Gubbi et al., 2013). The paper (Atzori et al., 2010) is probably one of the first contribution in this direction: it 

analyzes IoT as a complex scenario resulting from the synergy of different research areas (e.g., 

telecommunications, computer science, electronics, etc.); then, it presents the Service Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) approach for the IoT middleware and discusses the enabling technologies available at that time (before 

2010); finally, it puts the attention to the potentialities offered by IoT for the development of applications in a 

variety of domains, from transportation, to healthcare, from smart environments (including the home) to the 

personal and social domain. The key enabling technologies and most interesting application domains are 

deepened in (Gubbi et al., 2013), with specific attention to cloud-based implementation of proposed solutions. 

Al-Fuqaha and colleagues (2015) provide a thorough summary of the most relevant protocols and application 

issues, by presenting case studies to illustrate how the different protocols fit together to deliver desired IoT 

services; they also explore the relationship between IoT and other emerging technologies (e.g., big data 

analytics and cloud computing).  

The above works do not take into consideration tools and user interfaces specifically oriented to end users; 

in other terms, there is not any human-computer interaction (HCI) perspective discussed in them. Other 

interesting surveys, which partially consider this aspect, are those presented in the AmI research field. For 
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example, Cook et al., (2009), organize their review of contributing technologies in AmI in five areas: sensing, 

reasoning, acting, privacy and security, and human-computer interaction. In the last area, the authors discuss 

technologies and proposals for context-aware computing and natural interfaces, namely all those interfaces that 

mimic human-to-human communication through motion tracking, gesture recognition, emotion recognition, 

speech processing, and so on. However, the issue related to user’s intervention in the direct modification of 

smart environment’s behavior is not dealt with in the review. The survey by Sadri (2011), is structured around 

the variety of AmI projects proposed in the literature, and focuses on the artificial intelligence techniques aimed 

at endowing an environment with intelligent behaviors, such as user profile learning, recognition of recurrent 

users’ behaviors, agent and multi-agent architectures, affecting computing. In particular, it is observed how 

rule-based approaches are often adopted to implement inference techniques and behavior selection strategies, 

particularly in the field of smart homes for elderly care. However, also in this work, little space is left to user-

oriented tools for smart environment control.  

This paper focuses on this issue by considering the smart home as the paradigmatic smart environment, 

whose behavior should be configured and adapted by its inhabitants. We will observe that the rule-based 

approach is usually adopted to provide users with interfaces for smart home control; most of these tools are 

inspired to iCAP, one of the first works that proposed trigger-action programming (i.e. “if-then” rules) to 

support the personalization of smart home behaviour (Dey et al., 2006). 

2.2 Experimental studies  

Several tools for IoT and smart home control have been experimented with real users. One of the most cited 

studies on IFTTT is that presented in (Ur et al., 2014). It illustrates a usability test with 226 participants and 

demonstrates that the average user of IFTTT can successfully create simple trigger-action rules for smart home 

management. Coutaz and Crowley (2016) have recently designed and experimented in real-world conditions a 

system for smart home control, called AppsGate. This system has been installed by the researchers in different 

households, which have then provided their opinions and suggestions for improvement in subsequent inter-

views. The two authors, who are married in real life, personally deployed AppsGate in their home, and provided 

their own impressions about the system. The article by Brich and colleagues describes the results of a contex-

tual inquiry study carried out in 12 households, which compares rule-based and process-oriented notations 

(Brich et al., 2017). The results showed that rule-based notations are generally enough to express simple auto-

mation tasks but not sufficiently powerful to support complex ones. In addition, participants using the process-

oriented notation appreciated its expressiveness and its capability to manage more complex tasks involving 

more devices in their homes. Fogli et al. (2017) present a comparison between Apple Home and ImAtHome, a 

prototype application developed by the authors; the experiment, carried out with 30 users according to a be-

tween-subject protocol, demonstrates that ImAtHome is perceived by the users as easier to use and to learn, 

even though their performances were pretty good in both cases. 

There are also studies that aimed at comparing different interaction paradigms or even different tools, in 

order to identify the most preferred by end users. Among them, Dahl and Svendsen (2011) performed a com-

parison among three paradigms for rule composition, namely filtered list, wiring composition and jigsaw puzzle 
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composition. The most intuitive paradigm resulted to be the filtered list, where condition-action compositions 

are obtained by selecting conditions and actions from available lists. In addition, participants considered jigsaw 

puzzle composition the most playful and engaging type of interaction. 

Alternative notations have been recently explored in (Desolda et al., 2017), which addresses the more gen-

eral problem of smart-object composition in IoT scenarios, trying to orchestrate the behaviour of multiple 

devices to create new services. Desolda and colleagues proposed a new model for composing rules, based on 

the classic questions "Who?", "What?", "When?", "Where?" and "Why?" (“5W”), and tested with users the 

usability of a few visual paradigms for expressing such rules (Desolda et al., 2017). The findings highlighted 

that some features of the evaluated composition paradigms suit the expertise of end users. Moreover, the study 

identified the proposed “5W” paradigm as the preferred candidate paradigm among those analysed, even if it 

would require some adaptations when adopted in specific domains in order to improve its effectiveness. 

The study carried out by Lucci and Paternò, which compared Tasker, Locale and Atooma, found that even 

though Tasker resulted the best tool in terms of expressiveness, Atooma was the one with the highest number 

of successful performances, resulting thus easier to use than Tasker and Locale (Lucci & Paternò, 2014). More 

recently, the study presented by Cabitza and his colleagues focused on Atooma and IFTTT and involved a 

sample of young participants (students in economics and computer science disciplines) (Cabitza et al., 2017). 

The results of that study showed that no difference existed between IFTTT and Atooma as far as efficiency 

and effectiveness are concerned, but participants were more satisfied with the Atooma interface than with the 

IFTTT one. In the comparative study presented in this paper, we will discuss the additional evidences that we 

collected about the usability of Atooma, IFTTT and Tasker in allowing end users to compose and manage 

trigger-action rules; furthermore, we will underline lacks and drawbacks that we identified in these tools and 

that future design of systems for smart home control should avoid. 

2.3 Design principles and guidelines  

In the ethnographic study carried out with real families by Davidoff and colleagues (Davidoff et al., 2006) 

it is highlighted how user interfaces for smart home control are usually designed for one single user. However, 

usually more than one person inhabits a house, and thus a multi-user approach is advocated, in order to deal 

with household collaborative activities. As a consequence, seven design principles for the design of smart 

homes are proposed in (Davidoff et al., 2006). They represent a seminal work in this area, since they are general 

enough to be applied in a variety of systems for smart home control. For this reason, such principles are adopted 

in this paper to analyse the tools identified through our literature review, and they will be illustrated in detail 

in Section 3.1. 

The results of the study described in (Coutaz & Crowley, 2016) provides insights about the most important 

features for end users, such as adaptation to one's own needs, integration with the rest of the home, easy 

management for seasonal programs, periodic change of programs and deletion of obsolete programs/rules, the 

availability of multimodal interfaces and machine learning features, possibly differentiated according to the 

users’ roles.  
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Additional issues to be taken into consideration during design are listed in (Brich et al., 2017), such as the 

need of debugging and simulation features, conflict resolution support, privacy and security issues, and the 

importance of mediating between user's need of control and lack of programming experience. The latter means 

that user interfaces should be suitable to less tech-savvy users but at the same time the users should be able to 

understand and control their environment.  

Other design implications discussed in (Desolda et al., 2017) recall those suggested in (Brich et al., 2017; 

Coutaz & Crowley, 2016), such as the accommodation of different user skills through different complexity 

levels, and the management of access policies that allow defining proper restrictions on object access by users. 

Furthermore, other design implications are derived from the experimentation of their novel paradigm for smart 

object composition in IoT scenarios: the need of an adequate expressive power and representation of 

composition rule; the importance of not providing too much constraints on the order of rule element 

specification; the usefulness of assistance mechanisms, such as the possibility of creating groups of rules 

associated to typical scenarios of use, the availability of pre-defined system configurations, and context-aware 

recommendations.  

Ghiani et al. (2017) describe the design of an authoring environment that allows end users without 

programming experience to create complex trigger-action rules for different IoT applications. System design 

capitalizes on literature analysis and direct interactions with stakeholders in different domains, which allowed 

researchers to identify a set of requirements. Most of them recall the issues underlined by other research studies 

(Brich et al., 2017; Coutaz & Crowley, 2016; Desolda et al., 2017). In addition, they highlight the importance 

of providing users with multimodal user interfaces and user-oriented terms to create rules. 

Finally, Sas and Neustaedter (2017) present a study of Do-It-Yourself (DIY) practices in smart homes. 

Findings suggest three interesting implications: designing complex but transparent technologies, which can be 

tinkered with (i.e., played, repaired, or improved) by inhabitants, designing transparent DIY kits for making 

them, standardizing communication protocols. 

3 Literature review 

The literature review addressed tools for IoT and smart home control that support end users in installing, 

controlling and using such tools. Adapting the approach for systematic mapping studies presented in (Bafandeh 

Mayvan et al., 2017), the review process was structured into two main phases. In the first phase, named 

planning phase, researchers define all the protocols and strategies needed for conducting the review. In 

particular, the most important part of this phase is defining the research question to answer in the review 

process, i.e. the question that determines the goal of the review. Next, the search process has to be specified, 

namely, the protocols and decisions that are relevant to conduct the review, including the definition of the 

search string and the search strategy. Selection criteria have also to be defined, namely inclusion and exclusion 

criteria, and the selection strategy to identify relevant papers referring to the tools that answer the research 

question. The second phase is called conducting phase, in which the protocols and the strategies defined in the 

planning phase are applied.  
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The following two sub-sections describe these phases, while Section 3.3 presents the results of the review 

and Section 3.4 discusses the threats to the validity and the solutions we adopted to reduce them. 

3.1 Planning phase 

The planning phase of our literature review is illustrated in this section by describing all the components 

from the research question to the selection strategy.  

• Research question. Which are the software tools that allow end users to easily manage and configure 

the behavior of a smart home?  

• Search string. The search string was specified on the basis of the following main and related concepts: 

- Main concepts: tool; smart home; internet of things. 

- Related concepts: device, instrument, appliance, gadget; smart house, home automation, digital 

home; IoT. 

Consequently, the following search string was defined: 

((tool OR device OR instrument OR appliance OR gadget)  

AND ((smart OR digital OR automation) AND home OR house))  

AND (internet of things OR iot)) 

• Search strategy. The search string will be used to automatically search title, abstract and keywords of 

the publications that appeared in the journals listed in Table 1 and in the conference proceedings listed 

in Table 2, which are the most relevant for our goal. Indeed, most of the selected journals and 

proceedings represent publication venues focused on EUD, IoT and AmI; furthermore, Tables 1 and 2 

include the most high-ranking journals and widely-known conferences in HCI. The search will be 

performed using the Scopus database, which includes all publications in Table 1 and Table 2. 

 

Table 1. Journals searched in the review. 

Journals 

- ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction (ACM) 

- Future Generation Computer Systems (Elsevier) 

- IEEE Pervasive Computing (IEEE Computer Society) 

- International Journal of Ad Hoc and Ubiquitous Computing (Inderscience Enterprises) 

- International Journal of Human-Computer Studies (Elsevier) 

- International Journal of Pervasive Computing and Communications (Emerald Group Publishing) 

- International Journal of Smart Home (Science and Engineering Supporting Society) 

- Journal of Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments (IOS Press) 

- Journal of Systems and Software (Elsevier) 

- Personal and Ubiquitous Computing (Springer Verlag) 

- Pervasive and Mobile Computing (Elsevier) 

- Sensors (MDPI) 
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Table 2. Conference proceedings searched in the review. 

Conferences 

- ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) 

- ACM Conference on Ubiquitous Computing (UbiComp) 

- European Conference on Ambient Intelligence (AmI) 

- IEEE International Conference on Computational Science and Engineering (ICCSE) 

- IEEE International Conference on Green Computing (GreenCom) and Communications and IEEE Internet of 

Things (iThings) and IEEE Cyber, Physical and Social Computing (CPSCom) 

- IEEE International Conference on Pervasive Computing and Communications (PerCom) 

- IEEE International Conference on Trust Security and Privacy in Computing and Communications (TrustCome) 

- IEEE International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing and Communications (IUCC) 

- International Conference on Embedded and Ubiquitous Computing (EUC) 

- International Conference on Frontier of Computer Science and Technology (FCST)  

- International Conference on Future Internet of Things and Cloud (FiCloud) 

- International Conference on Innovative Mobile and Internet Services in Ubiquitous Computing (IMIS) 

- International Conference on Mobile and Ubiquitous Systems Computing Networking and Services 

(MOBIQUITOUS) 

- International Conference on the Internet of Things (IoT) 

- International Conference on Ubiquitous and Future Networks (ICUFN) 

- International Symposium on End-User Development (IS-EUD) 

- International Symposium on Pervasive Systems Algorithms and Networks (I-SPAN) 

 

A manual search will be also performed on the proceedings of the CHI 2015 workshop on End User 

Development in the Internet of Things Era (EUDITE), which are especially relevant with respect to IoT and 

EUD topics, but these proceedings are not indexed by Scopus. 

We will consider publications from 2010 to 2016, because the needs and expectations of non-technical 

people in domains like IoT and smart home were addressed primarily in recent years.  

 

• Inclusion and exclusion criteria. A retrieved publication will be considered only if it meets all the 

following inclusion criteria: 

1. The publication presents a tool that can be used for the management of a smart home 

2. The publication describes a tool oriented to end users 

3. The publication describes a tool capable to interact with other systems and devices 

Moreover, a publication will not be considered if the following exclusion criterion is satisfied:  

1. The publication presents a low-fidelity prototype§ or a tool not available for evaluation 

 

• Selection strategy. To identify relevant publications that describe the tools answering our research 

question, the following selection strategy, consisting in two steps, was defined. As first step, title, 

keywords and abstract of the publications retrieved by the automatic and manual search will be 

 
§ “A prototype that is sketchy and incomplete, that has some characteristics of the target product but is otherwise simple, 

usually in order to quickly produce the prototype and test broad concepts (from http://www.usabilityfirst.com/glos-

sary/low-fidelity-prototype/). 
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considered and the decision if they refer to a tool of interest will be made by taking into account both 

inclusion and exclusion criteria. If title, keywords and abstract do not contain enough information to 

take a decision, the full-text of the retrieved publication will be considered. The relevant publications 

are analysed in order to identify the tools answering our research question.  

 

Each selected tool will be first classified according to some characteristics that focus on main features for 

allowing end users to manage different smart devices in a smart home. Hints for the definition of the 

characteristics came from the analysis of recent literature discussed in Section 2 (e.g., see (Brich et al., 2017; 

Coutaz & Crowley, 2016; Desolda et al., 2017; Ghiani et al., 2017)). The chosen characteristics are the 

following: 

C1. License and price, because the tools should be available to all end users and thus cheap solutions 

are preferable. 

C2. Flexibility in device management to allow end users to easily add/modify/remove devices. 

C3. Easy device behaviour specification, to allow end users to control devices. 

C4. Tool extensibility, e.g., through plug-ins, for integrating the tool with other systems that possibly 

already exist in the house. 

C5. Technical support by manufacturer, in order to help end users solving possible technical issues. 

C6. Integration with different smart devices, also produced by different manufacturers, to allow the 

interoperability of the tool with other smart devices that might be in the house. 

C7. Interoperability, to allow the communication with possible web services already used by home 

inhabitants, such as web mapping systems, email applications, file sharing services, weather 

applications, etc. 

Since our aim is addressing most of the end users with low-cost solutions, without forcing them to acquire 

expensive or complex technical solutions, once the tools will be classified according to the above 

characteristics, we will select only those tools that are free of charge (i.e., open source, freeware, commercial 

providing a free version or a trial version). The resulting set will then be analysed by considering the first six 

design principles for smart home control presented in (Davidoff et al., 2006), which are very much referred in 

the literature. A further principle proposed by Davidoff et al. (2006), namely Participate in the construction of 

family identity, is neglected since it is not easy to verify in a limited time, but it would require a longer 

longitudinal study. The six principles are listed in the following: 

P1. Allow for the organic evolution of routines and plans. A smart home tool should support the definition 

of routines and plans describing tasks that home inhabitants carry out daily, weekly, or seasonally, 

and allow them to modify such routines and plans on the basis of their changing needs. 

P2. Easily construct new behaviours and modify existing behaviours. The tool should enable the home 

inhabitants to define new routines and plans or to modify the existing ones in a simple way, so that 

end users do not have to acquire any technical or programming skills. 

P3. Understand periodic changes, exceptions and improvisation. The tool should be able to recognize 

exceptions to the home inhabitants’ routines and to deal with improvisation when occasionally users 

change their own behaviour. 
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P4. Design for breakdowns. The tool should be able to recognize when a breakdown is occurring, as well 

as the cascade of failures that it can determine, and promptly react to them. 

P5. Account for multiple, overlapping and occasionally conflicting goals. The tool should deal with 

collaborative tasks of home inhabitants, and flexibly react to possible conflicts that may occur among 

preferences of different members or different methods for task completion. 

P6. The home is more than a location. The tool should consider inhabitants’ needs and desires emerging 

when they are outside home (e.g., at work, at school, at gym, during transportation between any of 

these locations). Thus, the tool should allow them to enter and update information from these various 

locations as easily as if they were at home. 

3.2 Conducting phase 

This section describes how the literature review was conducted on the basis of what was planned. The 

conducting phase started with the processing of the search string in the Scopus digital library, considering the 

journals in Table 1 and conference proceedings in Table 2. Next, the manual search in the EUDITE workshop 

proceedings was performed since the publications presented at the workshop, which actually inspired our 

research, were not indexed by Scopus. Both automatic and manual searches retrieved a total of 1057 

publications, which were then analysed by applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to title, keywords, and 

abstract, and even to the full-text when title, keywords and abstract did not provide enough information for 

selecting the publications relevant to our goal. The selection process was carried out by two researchers, who 

individually analysed the retrieved papers. Double-scoring was conducted on 65% of the resulting papers, 

yielding an inter-rater reliability value greater than .85. Discrepancies were solved during a consensus meeting 

of the two researchers. This process led to the exclusion of 1009 papers; thus, the publications eventually 

selected were 48 (their references are listed in Appendix A).  

A preliminary analysis of the tools presented in the selected publications showed that they all adopt the 

event-condition-action (ECA) rule paradigm and thus provide user interfaces for trigger-action programming 

(i.e. if-then rules) (Pane et al., 2001). In other words, such tools support end users (home inhabitants) in the 

composition of triggers (i.e., events and/or conditions) with actions that a device has to perform, using rules 

like ‘if-condition(s)-then-action(s)’ or ‘when-event(s)-then-action(s)’. For this reason, for classifying the tools 

we decided to consider a further characteristic: 

C8. Flexibility of rule for behaviour configuration. Indeed, flexibility of the tool in managing the rules 

allows home inhabitants to better control the behaviour configuration. 

The classification process according to the characteristics and the design principles for smart home control 

was conducted by two researchers. First, each researcher independently analysed each tool and proposed a 

classification. Also in this case, the inter-rater reliability on identified themes was satisfactory (> .85). In a 

face-to-face meeting, all differences were solved by discussion.  
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3.3 Resulting tools 

As reported in the previous section, 12 tools resulted from the literature review. They are listed and shortly 

described in Table 3.  

Table 4 reports the results of the classification of tools according to the 8 characteristics, where each 

characteristic is associated with one of the following symbols: “✓” if the characteristic is totally satisfied; “~” 

if it is partially satisfied; and “×” if it is not satisfied. This table shows that characteristics C2, C3, C4, C5, C7 

and C8 are satisfied by almost all tools, while C6 is the characteristic less satisfied by the tools; C1 regards the 

licence and price.  

The classification based on the design principles for smart home control, reported in Table 5, was performed 

on the reduced set of tools, which are free of charge or commercial providing a trial version. In order to perform 

this classification, a typical scenario describing how a family could manage and live in its smart home was 

defined. In addition, it was assumed that each tool was installed both on a central control device (located in the 

house and connected to the Internet) and on all mobile devices of the family members (also connected to the 

Internet, even outside the house). 

By looking at Table 5, it is evident that Atooma and IFTTT are pretty equivalent, since besides satisfying 

P1 and P2, both tools partly meet the principle P6, because they allow detecting the position of the user, while 

the remote control is absent. However, if we consider their characteristics (see Table 4), IFTTT has more 

limitations regarding the flexibility in the management of devices and technical support than Atooma; 

moreover, being created primarily as a web service, IFTTT also requires a constant Internet connection to 

correctly work. In addition, Atooma allows managing multiple conditions and actions and has a specific area 

for the smart object management. 

We Wired Web satisfies principle P1 only, that is, it supports some form of organic evolution of routines 

and plans. Indeed, even though it offers a variety of possibilities for tuning triggers and actions, it does not 

allow end users with limited programming experience to create rules in an easy way (principle P2). Bipio 

provides the user with this possibility, but it does not satisfy the other four principles. Although itDuzzit is also 

lacking with respect to design principles P3, P4, P5 and P6, it satisfies most of all the characteristics (see Table 

4); this means that developers could potentially extend it and possibly make it able to manage multiple targets 

(principle P5), the remote control and the detection of the user's location (principle P6). 

Tasker, enhanced with a specific plug-in (AutoVera), is able to satisfy five out of six design principles. The 

plug-in is specifically oriented to the management of a smart home and allows Tasker i) to understand 

abnormal, but intentional, changes to the defined rules (P3); ii) to manage multiple objectives (P5); and iii) to 

perform remote control, position detection and monitoring of the home adequately, even in case of family 

members’ absence (P6). Like the other tools, Tasker is not able to recognize error situations and recover from 

them (P4).  

On the basis of this analysis, Tasker resulted the tool that most satisfies the design principles. Its extensibility 

opens up a variety of possibilities for customizing it to the smart home case. Atooma and IFTTT are more 

widespread than Tasker and are under continuous development.  
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Table 3. Description of the twelve tools identified through the review. 

Tool Description 

Atooma  

(‘A TOuch Of Magic’) 
http://support.atooma.com/ 

A free Italian mobile application that allows users defining new behaviours by creating rules, according to the ECA paradigm, which can 

encompass up to five conditions and five actions. It can be integrated with other mobile applications, web services and devices. Developers can 

use its Software Developer Kit (SDK) to create add-ons. 

Bip.io 
https://github.com/bipio-server/bipio 

A web automation framework that exploits the graph metaphor for wiring web services represented as nodes. When nodes are connected by means 

of arrows, assisting procedures guide users in defining trigger and action properties. Software developers may implement new extensions. 

GALLAG Strip 
http://gallag.wikispaces.asu.edu/ 

A mobile application that allows users to create sensor-based context-aware rules according to the ECA paradigm. It implements the programming 

by demonstration (Cypher, 1993) technique in order to enable users to test their rules as they program them. GALLAG-compatible sensors and 

mobile devices can be added by developers to be used by end users to create new rules. 

IFTTT  

(If This Then That) 
https://ifttt.com/ 

A free web and mobile application that allows creating “if-then” rules combining social networks, web services, and smart things. It presents a 

good integration with any kind of web service. The user can define for each rule only one condition and only one action. Internet connection is 

needed to define and run rules. 

itDuzzit 
https://developer.intuit.com/itduzzit 

A web cloud platform with a rule composition paradigm very similar to IFTTT that lets users build their own custom integration solutions (called 

“duzzits”). A duzzit can be deployed as an online form, a job, a web service, an email drop box, or a widget. Pre-built duzzits available in the 

Duzzit Library can be modified through the Duzzit Editor. 

Locale 
http://www.twofortyfouram.com/ 

An Android application for the automated management of a mobile device. The user can define rules according to the ECA paradigm, but they 

may include conditions and actions only related to mobile features (the position and orientation of the smartphone, the date and time, the remaining 

battery power, etc.). It can be extended through external plug-ins to permit integration with web services and other devices connected to the 

Internet. 

Ninjablocks 
https://ninjablocks.com/ 

A cloud-based platform consisting of a physical sphere (“Ninja sphere”) able to interact with a variety of sensors and actuators, and compatible 

with other services, such as SMS, email, and Arduino. It implements the ECA paradigm, and the users can choose triggers and actions among 

limited sets; but a rule can consist of any combination of any of those triggers and actions. Developers may exploit the SDK to extend system 

functionalities. 

Tasker 
http://tasker.dinglisch.net/ 

An application for Android that supports the creation of rules with multiple conditions and multiple actions. It allows composing apps and 

functions available on mobile devices. It makes available more than 200 actions and it is well integrated with many web services and smart devices 

through specific plug-ins. 

Twine 
http://supermechanical.com/twine/ 

A physical smart object including standard accelerometers, thermometers, and other sensors, which can be programmed to alert the user in case 

of problems. It is thought to be left anywhere in the house to collect data. Additional sensors detect floods, leaks, opened doors, and signals from 

other home systems. “If-then” rules, to control and manage the sensors, can be defined or modified through a web application. 

WigWag 
http://www.wigwag.com/ 

An open source platform, including a mobile application and a web-based interface, that allows users to monitor and configure devices in a smart 

home. Users can create “if-then” rules that control the connected devices in a home or office, whether they are right there or far from these places. 

We Wired Web 
http://wewiredweb.com/ 

An integration-as-a-service web application that supports rule creation. Users can create rules via a Web page, in which multiple triggers and 

actions composing an “if-then” rule can be selected. End users can also define simple and automatic execution flows. Software developers may 

extend the application by adding new web services, triggers, and actions via wiring diagrams. 

Zipato Home Management 
http://zipato.com/ 

A web-based application for a complete home control and automation. It requires its own gateway, called Zipabox, to which many different 

sensors and actuators can be connected, but they must be compliant with Zipato communication protocol. Users may create “if-then” rules through 

Zipazle, a visual environment that provides typical programming language constructs (e.g., if, while, logical operators). 

http://www.wigwag.com/
http://wewiredweb.com/
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Table 4. Classification of the 12 tools resulting from the review, according to their characteristics. 

 Characteristics 

Tool C1. License and price 
C2. Flexibility in 

device management 

C3. Easy device 

behaviour 

specification 

C4. Tool 

extensibility 

C5. Technical 

support by 

manufacturer 

C6. Integration 

with different smart 

devices 

C7. Interoperability 

C8. Flexibility of 

rule for behaviour 

configuration 

Atooma Freeware     ~  ~ 

Bipio Open source     ×   

GALLAG Strip Commercial  ×    ×  

IFTTT Freeware ×   × ~  × 

itDuzzit 
Commercial  

& free version 
    ~   

Locale Commercial  ×    ~ ~ × 

Ninjablocks Commercial         

Tasker 
Commercial  

& trial version  
~    ~   

Twine Commercial    ×   ~  

WigWag Commercial         

We Wired Web 
Commercial  

& free version 
×    ×   

Zipato Commercial         
 

 

Table 5. Classification of the selected 6 tools, according to the design principles for smart home control. 

 Design principles 

Tool 

P.1 - Allow for the organic 

evolution of routines and 

plans 

P.2 - Easily construct new 

behaviours and modify 

existing behaviours 

P.3 - Understand periodic 

changes, exceptions and 

improvisation 

P.4 - Design for 

breakdowns 

P.5 - Account for multiple, 

overlapping and occasion-

nally conflicting goals 

P.6 - The home is more 

than a location 

Atooma   × × × ~ 

Bipio   × × × × 

IFTTT   × × × ~ 

itDuzzit   × × × × 

Tasker    ×   
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We Wired Wed  × × × × × 
 

Legend of both tables:  totally satisfied, ~ partially satisfied, × not satisfied. 



D. Caivano, D. Fogli, R. Lanzilotti, A. Piccinno, F. Cassano. (2018). Supporting end users to control their smart home: 

design implications from a literature review and an empirical investigation, Journal of Systems and Software, Volume 144, 

pp. 295-313, ISSN:0164-1212, DOI:10.1016/j.jss.2018.06.035. 

 

With the aim of deriving design implications for creating software tools that support end users to easily 

manage rules for operating the smart home, an experimental study involving real users was performed to 

compare Atooma, IFTTT and Tasker. The choice of these three tools depends on the fact that from our literature 

review they resulted the most suitable tools for end users. In addition, IFTTT was used as baseline being the 

most widespread tool, as reported in (Desolda et al., 2017). The experimental study and its results are illustrated 

in Section 4. 

3.4 Threats to validity 

The main threat to the literature review regards the completeness of the selected publications that arises 

from the search and the selection process. The search string for the automatic search used terms related to the 

main concepts “tools”, “smart home” and “internet of things” and also other terms that are synonyms, such as 

“device”, “instrument”, “smart house”, “digital home”, etc. Thus, we alleviated this threat by using a search 

string that combines main and related terms. Furthermore, we considered publication venues related to EUD, 

AmI and IoT, and most prestigious journals and conferences on HCI based on journal ranking and acceptance 

rate respectively, since we were interested in identifying tools suitable to end users.  

The performed tools’ classification could be threatened by researcher biases and misunderstandings. To 

mitigate these threats from our study, two reviewers independently carried out the classification process and 

the disagreements on the results were solved by discussion in a face-to-face meeting (see Section 3.2).  

4 Experimental study 

A study in which a sample of people were required to use the three tools, i.e. Atooma, IFTTT and Tasker, 

was performed in order to investigate how usable is operating on rules for controlling devices of a smart home 

and which features hamper the interaction. The study is reported in this section, after a brief description of the 

three tools.  

4.1 The tools 

More details on the three tools used in the comparative study are provided in this section. 

4.1.1 Atooma  

Atooma has been developed by an Italian team; it aims at supporting people to automatize several tasks. 

Users define rules in which they indicate the action to perform if a specific condition is met. The paradigm 

used is based on the classic ECA rule. Rule creation is supported by a visual interface, where the user may set 

up the “if” part with one or more conditions (events that may occur) and the “then” part (“DO” in Atooma) 

with one or more actions. 
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The user can create a rule by tapping on the button “+” in the main window of Atooma. Then, the interface 

related to the IF part of the rule appears (as shown in Figure 1 (a)). At the bottom of this window, five circles 

representing different categories of elements to be used in the rule are available. Specifically, going from left 

to right, each circle allows the user: 

- to access the mobile sensors, like WiFi, GPS, SMS etc. (pink); 

- to access external web applications like Dropbox, Gmail, Facebook etc. (purple); 

- to interact with objects, for example, Near Field Connect (NFC) tags, smart watches and IoT devices 

(blue); 

- to access third-party plugins (green); 

- to enable triggers about files, directories, images and media etc. (orange). 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The Atooma interface: (a) the IF part and (b) the DO part of the rule. 

 

For example, in Figure 1 (a), the user selected the pink circle, since he/she is interested in accessing the 

smartphone sensors. Thus, the big wheel “mobile” showing all options appeared. The user has to tap the wheel 

and turn it to browse all the available options. Once he/she taps on the desired option (for example, Wifi), 

Atooma shows all the related conditions (e.g. for WiFi sensor they are: on, off, connected, and disconnected). 

By setting possible parameters, the condition is completed. At this point, the user can add another condition to 

the IF part in a similar way or can go to the DO part of the rule. The procedure to define one or more actions 

corresponding to the DO part of the rule is the same of the IF part (see for example Figure 1(b)).  
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Atooma also provides a “Gallery” of the most selected and recent rules created by the Atooma community 

that user can choose. 

4.1.2 IFTTT 

IFTTT is the acronym for “IF This Then That”. It is reported to be one of the most used tools to connect and 

interact with thousands of IoT devices and web services (e.g., see (Desolda et al., 2017)). Also in this case, the 

paradigm used in this tool is the ECA rule. However, rules (called ‘recipes’ in IFTTT) may contain only one 

event (or condition) and only one action, and this has been discussed in literature as an important limitation 

because only simple rules can be created, not able to fulfil users’ needs in many contexts (Cabitza et al., 2017; 

Ur et al., 2014). 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. The IFTTT interface for creating a rule (a) and selecting the trigger from the “Automatic” 

channel (b).** 

 

The user can start to create the IF condition of a new rule by tapping on the “+” button close to the IF icon 

(as shown in Figure 2 (a)). Thus, a window showing the list of available channels appears. The channels are 

all the smart objects and applications (for example, Android devices, Gmail app, Dropbox, Nest Cam, etc.) that 

can be used as triggers in a rule. The user has to select one of the available channels and a new window appears. 

In Figure 2 (b), for example, the user has selected the Automatic channel, thus the window shows on the top 

 
** At the time of paper submission the interface of IFTTT is slightly changed with respect to the version we evaluated with 

users (e.g., now the term “Recipe” has been changed in “Applet”). 
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the channels close to the Automatic one and below all its triggers. Once the user taps on the desired trigger, 

s/he is able to set the related triggers for completing the “IF” part of the rule (no other IF condition is allowed 

anymore). To define the action of the “THEN” part of the rule, the user must follow the same steps as for the 

IF part. In this case, IFTTT shows only channels that can be used in the action part of the rule as actuators (for 

example, Philips Hue, Nest Thermostat, etc.). At the end, the user can save the rule. As it happens in Atooma, 

the IFTTT community shares rules through IFTTT platform and Facebook.  

4.1.3 Tasker 

Tasker is a smartphone application allowing its users to define custom actions when a trigger is launched. It 

was firstly developed for PalmOS in 2007 and then it has been released in 2010 on the Google Play Store. The 

interface provides a bottom bar with three icons: 

- a Magnification lens that allows users to search in the app; 

- a “+” symbol that allows users to create new rules; 

- a “?” symbol that opens the guide. 

On the top bar, there are three different tabs: Profiles, Activities and Scenes (see Figure 3 (a) where they are 

in Italian).  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. An example of the Tasker Android user interface: (a) the profiles tab and (b) the task tab. 

 

By clicking on the Profiles tab (“Profili” in Italian, as shown in Figure 3 (a)), the user can specify the “if” 

part of the rule, thus a new profile containing at least a condition has to be created. A profile can be added by 
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clicking on the “+” symbol in the bottom bar and a pop-up window containing the list of condition categories 

appears (e.g., Application, Event, Day, Hour, Position and Status, in the bottom-right box in Figure 3 (a) where 

they are in Italian). The user has to choose one of such categories and its related conditions. Differently from 

Atooma and IFTTT, in Tasker the actions that can be included in the “then” part of the rule have to be 

previously created in the Task tab (in Figure 3 (b) "Attività" in Italian). To create the needed actions the user 

must tap on the “+” button in the Task tab and the window showing a list of available categories of actions 

appears (see Figure 3 (b)). After selecting the category, the available actions are displayed and the user can 

choose and set them accordingly.  

Tasker also allows users to create and manage sequences of actions through the Scenes tab ("Scene" in 

Italian). 

4.2 Participants  

A total of 20 people agreed to participate in the study. They aged between 14 and 60 years old (mean = 34.3, 

SD = 14.30, 11 male and 9 female); all of them were familiar with mobile applications and had not used any 

of the three tools before. Ten participants are digital natives (i.e. aged 14-35 years old), the remaining 10 

participants are digital immigrants (i.e. aged >35 years old). Even if all of them were familiar with mobile 

applications, digital natives were more prone to the use of mobile phones and their applications. Participants 

were selected of different age, habits and skills, since any home inhabitant should be supported in effectively 

creating rules for managing their smart home. 

4.3 Design  

The main goal of the study was to investigate on the usability of Atooma, IFTTT and Tasker when the user 

operates on rules for controlling different devices of a smart home. Specifically, we were interested in 

investigating interaction mechanisms that hamper users in creating rules as well as those that they appreciate 

most. Thus, two research questions guided the study:  

RQ1) How different are the three tools in terms of user performance in composing and managing rules? 

RQ2) How different are the three tools in terms of user satisfaction in composing and managing rules? 

To reach this goal a within-subjects study was performed with tool as independent variable and three within-

subject factors: Atooma, IFTTT, and Tasker. In other words, each participant used all the three tools in 

sequence but in a different order by considering permutations of the three tools according to the Latin-Square 

design, in order to minimize learning effects (Graziano & Raulin, 2012).  

4.4 Tasks 

With each tool, the participants were required to perform a total of 5 tasks in the following order: 

Task 1 – Create a rule that deactivates the WiFi at home if the smartphone is not connected to any online 

services; 
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Task 2 – Create a rule that sends an SMS to warn a family member when you are close to the home; 

Task 3 – Modify the rule defined for accomplishing Task 2 to tell a specific person that you are already at 

home; 

Task 4 – Delete the rule created for Task 1; 

Task 5 – Deactivate all the created rules without deleting them. 

In accordance with the within-subjects design, each participant performed 15 tasks, for a total of 300 trials 

(20 users × 15 tasks). To improve the external validity of the study, the tasks refer to all the available operations 

on the rules, i.e., creation, editing, deletion and deactivation of a rule. 

4.5 Procedure 

A first researcher conducted the study and a second one observed each participant during the interaction 

with the tool used to carry out the experimental tasks. Figure 4 shows the observer who is noticing significant 

behaviors and possible comments of the participant during his interaction with the mobile device. Each study 

session was held in a quiet room familiar to the participant. 

 

 

Figure 4. The observer and the participant who is interacting with the mobile device. 

 

The comparative study lasted 9 days: for 7 days 2 participants were individually observed per day, while for 

2 days 3 participants were individually observed. Each study session followed the same procedure. First, a 10-

minute presentation was given by the first researcher to introduce participants to the addressed domain and to 

illustrate the goal of the study. Participants were asked to sign a consent form for audio recordings and photo 

shoots. After, the researcher introduced the tool to be used by demonstrating two examples of rule creation. 
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Then, the participant performed two training tasks, possibly asking the researchers for help. Both the examples 

and the training tasks were the same for each tool. After the training, the participant had to execute the five 

experimental tasks. The participant read aloud the text describing the task and then started task execution. At 

the end of the five tasks, the participant filled out two questionnaires about the tool used. Before repeating the 

same procedure with the next tool, the participant was invited to relax for 5 minutes. 

A pilot study involving two people was first performed to check and refine the overall procedure. 

4.6 Data collection and analysis 

Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected to analyze user performance and satisfaction on the 

three tools: i) the set of notes taken by the observer during the task execution, ii) the video recorded during the 

different study sessions, iii) the answers participants gave to the two questionnaires; iv) the free comments 

participants provided at the end of the study. Regarding user performances, metrics such as success rate and 

execution time were considered. Two researchers individually transcribed the notes and integrated them with 

video analysis and participants’ comments. As a result, each researcher built an excel file reporting the 

following data: user ID (from 1 to 20), user age (digital natives – digital immigrants), system name, task ID 

(T1–T5), time (in seconds), task success (right - wrong). The coded data were double-checked for reliability, 

leading to an initial value of 88%. Discrepancies were solved by discussion between the two researchers.  

To analyse the performance in accomplishing the tasks, regarding success rate variable the Friedman test 

was used to test for differences between groups (p-values below .05 indicate a significant difference), and in 

addition, to examine where the differences actually occurred, a post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test was conducted by applying a Bonferroni correction. Concerning the time variable, the one-way repeated 

measures ANOVAs (all Greenhouse–Geisser corrected) with post hoc pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni 

corrected) were adopted.  

In order to investigate the performance of digital natives vs. digital immigrants for each tool, the chi-square 

tests were applied (p-values below .05 indicate a significant difference). Furthermore, for each tool t-tests were 

applied on the two dichotomous variables with respect to the time spent to create rules (also in this case, p-

values below .05 indicate a significant difference).  

Regarding user satisfaction, two questionnaires were administered during the study: the Systematic 

Usability Scale (SUS) (Brooke et al., 1996) and Net Promoter Score (NPS) (Nardi & Engeström, 1999). 

Appendix B reports a description of the two questionnaires. To analyse users’ satisfaction, the one-way 

repeated measures ANOVAs (all Greenhouse–Geisser corrected) with post hoc pairwise comparisons 

(Bonferroni corrected) were again used (p-values below .05 indicate a significant difference).  

Data collected were also analysed to identify usability problems of each tool that hampered users in 

accomplishing the experimented tasks.  
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4.7 Results 

The following sub-sections report the results of the analysis of the data gathered during the study. 

Specifically, Section 4.7.1 presents the results of the analysis related to the quantitative data, while Section 

4.7.2 reports the analysis of qualitative data, i.e. some usability problems that end users experienced during the 

test. 

4.7.1 Quantitative results 

The data were analyzed in order to verify if there is any difference in terms of user performance when 

creating rules with the three different tools. In particular, success rate in rule creation was operationalized as a 

nominal variable with two values: (1) right, that is, the rule created solved the task; (2) wrong, that is, task 

concluded without correctly identifying the rule. In total, 100 tasks were performed by the 20 participants in 

each of the three tool conditions. Table 6 reports the frequency and percentage values for each value of task 

success, alongside mean and standard deviation (in bracket) of time in the three tool conditions. Time is the 

number of seconds the participants spent to execute the task; specifically, the starting point was considered the 

moment when the participant read aloud the task, while the ending point was the moment when the participant 

saved the rule.  

Table 6. Performance in accomplishing the missions. 

  Atooma IFTTT Tasker 

Success 

rate 

Right 
76 

76% 

90 

90% 

78 

78% 

Wrong 
24 

24% 

10 

10% 

22 

22% 

Time Seconds 
192 

(175) 

180 

(184) 

216 

(200) 

 
 

Most tasks were successfully accomplished by creating the correct rule. IFTTT was the tool through which 

the participants created the most right rules (90%), followed by Atooma and Tasker with a very similar numbers 

of correct and wrong tasks (i.e. 76% and 78%, respectively). The Friedman test was used to test for differences 

between groups. There was a statistically significant difference in success rate depending on which type of tool 

was used to create the rules, χ2(2) = 8.390, p = 0.015. To examine where the differences actually occur, a 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was carried out. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted 

with a Bonferroni correction applied, resulting in a significance level set at p < 0.01. There were no significant 

differences between Tasker and Atooma (Z = -0.333, p = 0.739). However, there was a statistically significant 

difference in IFTTT vs Atooma (Z = -2.746, p = 0.006) and Tasker vs IFTTT (Z = -2.683, p = 0.007). 

Triangulating the Wilcoxon signed-rank test results with the data reported in Table 6, we can assert that IFTTT 

was the most accurate tool. A deeper analysis on the success rate for each task accomplished by participants 

revealed that Task 1 ("Create a rule that deactivates WiFi if the smartphone is not connected to any network") 
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was the most difficult task to be carried out with Tasker. In fact the success rate for Task 1 was 40%. Instead, 

participants had difficulty in performing Task 5 ("Deactivate all the created rules without deleting them") with 

Atooma (see Figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Success rate of each task in the three experimented tools. 

 

Tasker appeared the most time-consuming tool to accomplish the four tasks (M = 215s, SD = 200), followed 

by Atooma (M = 192, SD = 175) and IFTTT, which is the faster tool (M = 180, SD = 174). However, no 

statistically significant difference emerged in terms of time as demonstrated by the repeated measures ANOVA 

with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction (F(1.780, 176.205) = 1.462, p = 0.235).  

In order to investigate more in depth if the three tools well support people in creating rules, we compared 

the performance of digital natives vs. digital immigrants for each tool. As shown in Table 7, for each tool chi-

square tests were applied on the two dichotomous variables. No significant difference emerged in the three 

experimental conditions regarding the influence of participant background (digital natives vs. digital 

immigrants) on the success rate of the created rules (χ2 
Atooma(1) = .219, p = .639; χ2 

IFTTT (1) = 0, p = 1; χ2 
Tasker 

(1) = 0, p = 1). In addition, the number of right rules and wrong rules created by digital natives and digital 

immigrants through IFTTT and Tasker was the same, i.e. 45 right rules and only 5 wrong rules using IFTTT 

and 39 right rules and 11 wrong rules using Tasker. In the case of Atooma, the number of right rules and wrong 

rules is similar but, also in this case, no statistically significant difference emerged.  

Table 7. Influence of participant background (digital natives vs. digital immigrants) on the success rate of 

the created rules. 

Tool 

Digital natives Digital immigrants 

Statistic test Right rules 

(N) 

Wrong rules 

(N) 

Right rules 

(N) 

Wrong rules  

(N) 

Atooma 37 13 39 11 χ2(1) = .219, p = .639 

IFTTT 45 5 45 5 χ2(1) = 0, p = 1 
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Tasker 39 11 39 11 χ2(1) = 0, p = 1 

 

As shown in Table 8, for each tool t-tests were applied on the two dichotomous variables with respect to 

the time spent to create rules; the column "Statistic test" reports t-test results (a significant difference exists 

when p-value < .05). Table 8 shows that there was a significant difference regarding the influence of participant 

background (digital natives vs. digital immigrants) on the time spent to create rules only in the Atooma 

condition (t(49) = -3.934, p < .000). No significant difference on time emerged in IFTTT and Tasker condition 

(t(49) = -.163, p = .871 in IFTTT condition, t(49) = -1.779, p = .081 in Tasker condition). 

Table 8. Influence of participant background (digital natives vs. digital immigrants) on the time spent to 

create rules. (Tests labeled with ∗ are Statistically Significant) 

Tool Variable 
Digital natives Digital immigrants 

Statistic test 
M SD M SD 

Atooma Time 145 137 240 195 t(49) = -3.934, p < .000 * 

IFTTT Time 179 212 182 151 t(49) = -.163, p = .871 

Tasker Time 196 190 235 209 t(49) = -1.779, p = .081 

 

User satisfaction with the tool was investigated through two questionnaires: 1) the SUS to estimate tool 

usability perceived by the user, and 2) the NPS questionnaire to assess the willingness of the user to recommend 

the tool to others. The description of how to compute the scores of these questionnaires is provided in 

Appendix B. 

Based on the answers to the SUS questionnaire, Table 9 shows descriptive statistics (mean and standard 

deviation) of the SUS score for each tool. 

Table 9. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the SUS scores related to the three tools. 

Tool Mean SD 

Atooma 62.75 21.93 

IFTTT 52.62 21.86 

Tasker 34.62 23.62 

  

A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined that the user satisfaction with 

the three tools differed statistically significantly, F(4890.619, 260.559) = 18.770, p < 0.0005. Post hoc tests 

using the Bonferroni correction revealed that there was a significant difference in satisfaction between Atooma 

and Tasker (p < 0.0005), and between IFTTT and Tasker (p = 0.008), and also between Atooma and IFTTT 

(p = 0.025). Combining these results with the descriptive statistics reported in Table 9, it emerged that Atooma 

was perceived as the most satisfying tool (M = 62.75, SD = 21.93) according to the SUS scale, followed by 

IFTTT (M = 52.62, SD = 21.86) and Tasker (M = 34.62, SD = 23.62).  

Moreover, we compared, for each tool, the satisfaction with the tool of digital natives vs. digital immigrants. 

As shown in Table 10, the only significant difference regards the SUS Score of Tasker, which is in favour of 

digital natives. 
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In the context of software applications, the NPS score is used to measure the willingness of users to 

recommend an application to others. For all the three tools, the NPS score was below the acceptable threshold 

equal to 0. In particular, the NPS score of Atooma was -25, of IFTTT was -35 and, finally of Tasker was -60. 

In order to analyse in depth the NPS score, descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for each tool of 

the NPS score given by each participant was considered (see Table 11). 

 

Table 10. User preferences results: digital natives vs. digital immigrants (Tests labelled with ∗ are 

Statistically Significant) 

Tool Variable 
Digital natives Digital immigrants 

Statistic test 
M SD M SD 

Atooma 
SUS Score 71.75 13.02 53.75 25.80 t(18) = 1.003, p = .324 

NPS Score 6.90 1.52 7.20 1.62 U-value = 42 

IFTTT 
SUS Score 63.75 17.53 41.50 20.65 t(18) = 1.62, p = .116 

NPS Score 6.00 2.62 6.40 2.67 U-value = 42 

Tasker 
SUS Score 47.00 18.85 22.25 22.44 t(18) = 2.83, p < .05 * 

NPS Score 4.60 2.21 4.90 4.00 U-value = 40.5 

 

Table 11. Mean and standard deviation of the NPS scores given by participants related to the three tools. 

Tool Mean SD 

Atooma 7.00 1.54 

IFTTT 6.20 2.59 

Tasker 4.75 3.16 

 

A repeated measures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction determined that the user satisfaction with 

the three tools differed statistically significantly, F(28.347, 2.994) = 9.468, p = 0.001. Post hoc tests using the 

Bonferroni correction revealed that there was a significant difference in satisfaction between Atooma and 

Tasker (p = 0.003) and between IFTTT and Tasker (p = 0.03), while no difference emerged between Atooma 

and IFTTT (p = 0.31). This result suggests that users could recommend both Atooma (M = 7.0, SD = 1.54) and 

IFTTT (M = 6.2, SD = 2.59) to others, but they appeared to be not confident with Tasker (M = 4.75, SD = 

3.16). We compared, for each tool, the satisfaction with the tool of digital natives vs. digital immigrants. A 

Mann-Whitney test was used to analyze the significance of the ordinal assessment for each NPS value. As 

shown in Table 10, no statistically significant difference was found in the three tools between digital natives 

and digital immigrants. 

4.7.2 Qualitative results 

Qualitative results are derived from the analysis of the notes took by observers during the study and from 

the free comments provided by participants after the study. They allowed us to identify the usability problems 

participants experienced in accomplishing the 5 tasks.  
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When using Atooma, one of the major problems emerged during the execution of Task 2 that required to 

create a rule that sends an SMS to warn a person that you are reaching her when you are close to the meeting 

point. To complete it, users needed to deeply know the Atooma interface. As a matter of fact, the icons disposed 

as a wheel needed to be turned to show more options, resulting a new way of interaction for end users. For this 

reason, most of the participants did not perform the rotation, and often they were stuck and/or completed the 

task over the time limit (or making some mistakes). 

Another typical problem emerged during the task execution was the selection of a meeting point. Participants 

should have firstly created a point of interest (POI) and then used it in the rule. Most of them believed that, 

once created, the point of interest was automatically selected in the rule, but it was not so. Some minor mistakes 

were also performed during the execution of Task 3 (i.e. modification of the rule defined for accomplishing 

Task 2 to warn a loved person that you are at home). The tool does not allow users to edit the POI, so the users 

should create a new one. This was not clear to many participants that tried multiple times to edit the position 

of the POI. Finally, the last problem users encountered was related to the deletion of a rule (Task 4). To perform 

this action, users should swipe with the finger the rule to the right, but 60% of the participants did not performed 

it well.  

 

 

Figure 6. The position of the "+" button circled in red 

 

In using IFTTT, during the tasks’ execution, in most of the study sessions, the position of the “+” button 

was very unclear (see Figure 6). Due to this problem, participants found this button after several seconds of 

search. During the execution of the Task 1, due to the high number of the icons (almost 170) associated to the 

actions, participants had to spend a lot of time (almost 7 minutes) to find the right one to complete it. After few 
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tries, however, all the participants managed the triggers and actions in the list view. A minor aspect related to 

the encountered problems involved the IFTTT map. Compared to the screen, the map size was very little. 

Finally, a search box was at the top right of the screen but, due to its transparency, it was invisible to each user. 

The main problem with Tasker was concerned with the terms used in the tool. The principal window allows 

users to create “Profiles”, the second one to create “Tasks” and the third one “Scenes”. These concepts are well 

described at the launch of the application, however only 5 out of 20 participants correctly created the rule from 

the beginning. The correct order to create a rule is to start from the “Profiles” tab. However, most of participants 

started from the “Tasks” tab. When asked for the reason, all participants answered that the “Tasks” term suited 

most on what they wanted to do. Cleared the terms, the “+” button created many troubles (see Figure 7). In 

fact, when clicked, the “+” button allows users to select a “context”. However, when this button is clicked, a 

panel with different choices related to an application launch, a day, an hour, etc. pops up. Users felt confused 

on how to use this panel. To create the rule that activates and deactivates the Wi-Fi, participants had to explore 

the tool and follow a complex path through it to get the rule done. The same difficulties were found in the rule 

for sending the SMS. 

 

  

Figure 7. The Tasker "+" button 

 

4.8 Discussion 

The comparative study was driven by two guiding questions: RQ1) How different are the three tools in terms 

of user performance in composing and managing rules? RQ2) How different are the three tools in terms of user 

satisfaction in composing and managing rules? 
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As regards to the first question, the comparative study demonstrated that IFTTT was the most accurate tool 

in terms of correct rules created to accomplish the tasks: the 90% of the created rules were correct. Through 

the other two tools, i.e. Atooma and Tasker, participants were also able to create rules satisfying the tasks, but 

in a minor percentage, 76% and 78% respectively. In addition, IFTTT was the tool that allowed the participants 

to accomplish all the 5 tasks without any particular difficulty, while participants had difficulty in creating a 

rule to deactivate WiFi with Tasker and to deactivate the rules created with Atooma. To analyze the 

performance, the variable execution time was also considered. For this analysis, no significant difference 

emerged among the three tools. However, it is worth noting that the time spent to create rules with IFTTT was 

the minor while Tasker appeared the most time-consuming tool. A deeper analysis on the technological 

background of the participants highlighted that it did not have any influence on the creation of right rules with 

the three tools. A small difference emerged in terms of time spent for creating the rules with Atooma. In fact, 

it was found that digital natives spent just over half the time of digital immigrants in creating the rules. This 

showed that Atooma should not be adequate for people who have no experience with such a type of 

applications. 

As said above, IFTTT appears to be the most effective tool in comparison with Atooma and Tasker. This 

result could be explained by IFTTT simple interface, which shows all triggers and actions as a list. Even if the 

participants initially spent more time in finding a specific item, afterwards they perceived easy to interact with 

a list view. In addition, though on one side the items’ categorization in Atooma seemed to facilitate the selection 

of elements, on the other side the circle view of the triggers and actions hindered participants, mainly digital 

immigrants, who are more used to interact with list views. Atooma prevented the participants to perform tasks 

quickly also because it did not consider the data previously stored by the participant during a rule creation, 

forcing him/her to create a new one each time, as happened during the study when participants had to select a 

POI.  

In the case of Tasker, the main hampering factor was related to the terminology it uses, which is not familiar 

at all to the participants; this problem affects the whole usability of the tool. 

Concerning the satisfaction in interacting with the tool, the analysis of the SUS questionnaire revealed that 

Atooma was the most satisfying, followed by IFTTT and Tasker, respectively. No significant difference 

emerged between digital natives and immigrants regarding the perceived satisfaction with the used tools, except 

for Tasker, which was more appreciated by digital natives. Coherently with the SUS results, Atooma had the 

highest score of NPS among the three evaluated tools. However, statistical analysis on the NPS score found 

that participants would prefer both Atooma and IFTTT with respect to Tasker. This result is justified by the 

participants’ appreciation of Atooma user interface that participants found more appealing. 

As already said, our main objective in performing the experimental study was not the comparison of the three 

tools per se; rather we were interested in identifying the interaction mechanisms that better satisfy users in order to 

provide useful indications for the design of future tools. The derived design implications are presented in Section 6.  
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5 Threats to validity 

This section analyses issues that are potential threats to the validity of the comparative study (Graziano & 

Raulin, 2012) and presents how they were minimized. 

5.1 Internal validity 

The internal validity refers to the extent to which the experimenter can be confident that the observed 

changes in the dependent variable were due to the effects of the independent variable and not to the effects of 

extraneous variables. The main threats to the internal validity of our study were: 1) the sequence effect, 2) the 

subject effect, 3) the experimenter effect, 4) the diffusion of the treatment, and 5) understandability of the 

documents. 

The sequence effect is a typical threat of the within-subjects design study, where each participant is exposed 

to more than one experimental condition, as in this case, where all the 20 participants used the three tools. The 

sequence effect was controlled by varying the order of presentation of the tools to be used according to a Latin 

Square design. However, we are planning to perform a between-subject design study involving more 

participants so that we can use other statistics and provide further evidence to the study results.  

The subject effect refers to any changes in the behaviour of participants that were due to being in the study, 

rather than to the variables under study. When people know they are being observed, they may behave 

differently than they normally would. Participants are often sensitive to cues from the experimenter. In our 

case, the observer was particularly careful in retaining his emotions, both positive and negative, in order to 

mask any type of signal.  

The experimenter effect is concerned with any biasing effects in a study that are due to actions of the 

researcher. The researcher attempts to carry out the study procedure as objectively and as accurately as possible. 

We eliminated this threat by involving the same person that acted as observer. In this way, we avoided any 

variability in the study procedure from the initial training to the way in which users were observed. 

The diffusion of the treatment is related to the possibility that participants, who are in close proximity, are 

able to communicate with each other. To compensate this problem, since the researchers knew all the 

participants, those ones that were familiar were observed in consecutive test sessions. Moreover, the 

participants were asked to return all the material at the end of each task.  

Finally, the understandability of the material was alleviated by performing a pilot study, whose results were 

instrumental for clearing up all the misunderstandings.  

5.2 External validity 

The external validity refers to the degree to which researchers are able to generalize the results of a study to 

other participants, conditions, times, and places. The main threats to the external validity of our study were: 

1) the participants’ selection, 2) the tools’ selection and, finally 3) the task complexity. 

The participants’ selection was carefully carried out in order to involve in the study a representative sample 

of the target users. We involved people that were part of a family with different roles, i.e. children, parents and 
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grandparents. In addition, we intentionally recruited people without experience with IoT technology as well as 

task-automation applications, since we wanted to analyse the usability of such tools from the point of view of 

inexperienced people. We are aware that this a limitation to the generalizability of the results, since end users 

of smart environments could be expert in the configuration of home-automation systems. Thus, we can safely 

accept the study results for not-skilled people but further studies have to be performed including expert people. 

The tools’ selection was based on the results of the literature review, whose aim was to identify the most 

flexible and powerful end-user oriented tools for IoT and smart home control. Thus, once we identified those 

tools that appeared to be the most usable, we performed the study involving real users to test whether such 

tools can be actually used by people not skilled in computer programming, like EUD prescribes. 

The task complexity was managed by considering a set of tasks defined in a previous study (Cabitza et al., 

2017), whose aim was to identify tasks that household members could be interested in performing to adapt the 

behavior of a smart home to their needs. It is worth noticing that the definition of the rules to accomplish the 

defined tasks involved the whole available functionality provided by each tool, i.e., creation, editing, deletion, 

activation and deactivation of a rule. In addition, we identified tasks that could be accomplished by all the three 

tools.  

5.3 Construct validity 

The construct validity refers to how well the study results support the theory behind the research study. The 

construct validity of a study might have been influenced by the measures that were applied in the quantitative 

analysis and the reliability of the questionnaire. We alleviated the first threat by considering metrics, such as 

the success rate and the time spent to carry out a task, which are commonly used in user studies (Preece et al., 

2015). Regarding the questionnaires, we used the SUS and the NPS questionnaires, which are well-known and 

thoroughly validated model for evaluating usability of software applications. 

5.4 Statistical validity 

Statistical validity refers to the question of whether these statistical conclusions are reasonable, i.e., the 

accuracy of the p-value on which a statistical decision is based. In our study this was addressed by applying 

the most common tests employed in the empirical software engineering field (Graziano & Raulin, 2012) and 

by considering a p-value below .05.  

6 Design implications  

Inspired by successful design solutions implemented in the tools considered in our study and by taking into 

account the problems participants encountered during the interaction with the three tools, we elaborated a list 

of ten implications for the design of future tools supporting the creation of ECA rules to control a smart home. 

The first eight are specifically oriented to single-user interaction with a tool for smart home control and 

management, since our comparative study mainly investigated this kind of interaction. In addition, from both 

the observation of user behaviour during the study and the design principles discussed in (Davidoff et al., 
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2006), we also recognized the importance of supporting multi-user interaction with a smart home, a situation 

that obviously occurs in a house were different inhabitants live. Thus, we completed the list with two further 

design implications that consider this issue.  

The ten implications are listed in the following:  

1. Facilitate trigger and action retrieval 

Triggers and actions should be well categorized in order to facilitate retrieval and inclusion in the rules 

being composed (as done in Atooma), in order to overcome, for example, the difficulties some 

participants experienced in identifying and including them in composing rules with Tasker and IFTTT. 

2. Facilitate trigger and action selection 

A visualization of triggers and actions based on the list view appears as an intuitive and fast solution 

for item selection (like in IFTTT). The study revealed that selection of triggers and actions in Atooma 

requires a cumbersome interaction, as well as Tasker makes this activity too much articulated. 

3. Make rule creation flexible 

The creation of trigger and action parts of a rule should be allowed in any order. This is not realized 

in most of existing tools: for instance, Atooma and IFTTT force the user to define first the trigger part, 

whilst Tasker requires that the action part of a rule is previously created and then used in the rule. In 

addition, Tasker provides another interesting form of flexibility: it allows creating sequences of 

actions (scenes) to be activated through a single command without any trigger. Finally, the creation 

of rules with multiple events (and conditions) and multiple actions should be supported, as happens 

in Atooma and Tasker, which thus offer a higher flexibility than IFTTT.  

4. Support re-use 

Re-use of already created rules is a fundamental feature to allow users to define new rules in an easier 

and faster way, and to possibly share them with other users. The online galleries made available by 

Atooma and IFTTT answer to this request. 

5. Speak the user's language 

Even if this is a well-known guideline (e.g. see Nielsen heuristics (Nielsen, 1993)), literature 

highlighted that user interfaces often lacked terminology familiar to the users thus affecting the whole 

usability of the application (see for example, (Russo et al., 2017). More than in other software 

applications, the adopted terminology must be simple and concrete and never recall programming 

language constructs, as often occurs in Tasker. Adopting user-oriented terms and voice-based 

interaction is probably the future of interfaces for smart home control. 

6. Keep track of interaction history 

To enable an efficient usage, the system must keep track of the last user operations, to avoid repeated 

and boring tasks (see for example the problem of POI registration in Atooma). 

7. Be coherent with device interaction metaphor 

The interaction mechanism adopted by the tool should be the same used by the user's device. For 

example, the swipe direction to delete a rule should be the same of the swipe direction adopted by the 

operating system for deleting e-mails and call logs, and not different as it happens in Atooma. 
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8. Provide different levels of complexity 

Different users may have different attitudes towards this kind of tools. Some users may prefer to be 

supported by a simple and fixed mechanism for rule creation, while others would like to address the 

task in a more flexible manner. For example, in our comparative study it was observed that, 

notwithstanding the low usability of Tasker, digital natives were significantly more satisfied by its 

interface than digital immigrants. Consequently, in order to accommodate different users' skills and 

attitudes, the same tool should offer different solutions for both simple automation tasks and more 

complex ones, through different levels of complexity (and thus realizing the so-called "gentle slope 

of complexity" (Spahn et al., 2008). 

9. Support management of conflicting rules 

When different users participate in the creation of rules managing a shared space, as a house, it may 

happen that such rules are in conflict. Conflicts could be detected and solved at rule definition time, 

by means of notifications that advise the user of an already existing rule that could be in conflict with 

that one under definition, and thus starting a negotiation that might depend on priorities and 

permissions assigned to users on specific devices. Other conflicts may be recognized at use time, since 

more than one rules could simultaneously match in given conditions; also in this case, suitable policies 

should be defined to deal with such situations.  

10. Support collaborative rule creation 

Collaborative tasks are usually carried out among home inhabitants; thus, supporting collaboration is 

an important aspect that is rarely addressed in current literature and commercial tools. Furthermore, 

some users might want to create complex rules, without possessing the necessary skills to do that, and 

other more tech-savvy inhabitants might be willing to help them. Mutual help mechanisms supporting 

the collaborative creation of rules should be integrated in future tools for smart home control. This 

aspect deserves further investigation, as well as it calls for adequate techniques that motivate people 

to participate. Recent papers of some of the authors of this article explore a gamified approach to 

address this problem (Benzi et al., 2015; Caivano et al., 2017; Fogli et al., 2016). 

7 Conclusions 

This paper presented the results of a systematic and rigorous research aimed at deriving design implications 

that may help in developing future tools for smart home control and management. Indeed, the results of a 

literature review in the field of smart home, as a specific application of AmI and IoT, are reported. The review 

was specifically oriented to identify the most suitable tools to manage and configure smart home behaviour by 

end users, i.e. non-technical people that are neither expert in computer programming, nor willing to be.  

The search and selection strategies adopted in the review allowed us to identify 48 publications out of 1057, 

which referred to a total of 12 different tools. A preliminary analysis highlighted that all tools implemented the 

rule-based paradigm that provides end users with visual interfaces allowing them to compose events and/or 

conditions with actions, using structures like ‘if-condition(s)-then-action(s)’ or ‘when-event(s)-then-action(s)’. 
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Then, a high-level comparison of such tools analysing their characteristics and the satisfaction of the design 

principles for the smart home, proposed in (Davidoff et al., 2006), discovered that the majority of tools are 

affected by important weaknesses that make them far from a successful adoption in real settings.  

Three tools - IFTTT, Atooma and Tasker - emerged as the most promising for deepening our investigation 

aimed at identifying which aspects users appreciate most of these tools, and what are the problems that should 

be solved in the next years to make them acceptable by end users. These tools were tested in a study with end 

users to compare them in terms of user performance and user satisfaction in composing and managing rules.  

On the basis of the results of the literature review and the comparative study, ten design guidelines for 

creating software tools that allow end users to easily control and manage a smart home we derived. They 

provide operative indications for the development of tools implementing a rule-based approach to smart home 

control that will be used by users without programming experience. 

As to future work, we are taking into account these design implications in the development of a new tool 

for smart home control and to evaluate it with real end users, possibly in family settings. A first prototype is 

already available, called We@Home: it is a solution integrating gamification elements to address the problem 

of collaboration and multi-user interaction with a smart home (Caivano et al., 2017). In addition, we will 

continue the exploration of alternative paradigms that could favour a natural interaction with smart homes and 

of interaction metaphors offering a better user experience such as those proposed in (Benzi et al., 2017; Fogli 

et al., 2017). 
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Appendix B: System Usability Score (SUS) and Net Promoter Score (NPS) 

This appendix reports the SUS and NPS questionnaires administered to the participants in the comparative 

study. 

The System Usability Score (SUS) gives an overview of the user’s subjective usability evaluation of a given 

system. It is a closed-ended questionnaire encompassing 10 statements on an ordinal 5-point Likert scale from 

"strongly disagree" to "strongly agree", as shown in Table 12. This questionnaire was chosen for its reliability, 

brevity and wide adoption (Borsci et al., 2009). 

 

 
Strongly 

disagree 
   

Strongly 

agree 

1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. I found the system unnecessarily complex. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. I thought the system was easy to use. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. I think that I would need the support of a technical 

person to be able to use this system. 
1 2 3 4 5 

5. I found the various functions in this system were well 

integrated. 
1 2 3 4 5 

6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this 

system. 
1 2 3 4 5 

7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use 

this system very quickly. 
1 2 3 4 5 

8. I found the system very cumbersome to use. 1 2 3 4 5 

9. I felt very confident using the system. 1 2 3 4 5 

10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get 

going with this system. 
1 2 3 4 5 

Table 12: The SUS questionnaire 

For each returned questionnaire, SUS computes a single score ranging from 0 to 100 for the tested system. 

A SUS score above a 68 would be considered above average and anything below 68 is below average. In 

(Bangor et al., 2008), a conventional threshold of 70 is proposed to consider acceptable the overall usability 

of the evaluated system. This score is calculated as follows: 

- For odd items (1,3,5,7,9): subtract one from the user response. 

- For even items (2,4,6,8,10): subtract the user responses from 5 

- This scales all values from 0 to 4 (with 4 being the most positive response). 

- Add up the converted responses for each user and multiply that total by 2.5. This converts the 

range of possible values from 0-40 to 0-100. 

The final score is obtained by averaging the score of each questionnaires and indicates the overall 

participants’ satisfaction of the application.  
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The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a single closed-ended question asking a person to rate on an 11-point scale 

the likelihood of recommending the tool to a friend or colleague, see Table 13.  

 

How likely is it that you would recommend this application to a friend or colleague? 

         0       1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9    10 

Not at all likely    Neutral     Likely 

Table 13: The NPS questionnaire 

 

Based on their rating, respondents are then classified in 3 categories: detractors, passives and promoters. 

‘Detractors’ give a score lower than or equal to 6; they are not particularly thrilled by the product or the service. 

‘Passives’ give a score of 7 or 8; they are somewhat satisfied. Finally, ‘promoters’ answer 9 or 10; they love 

the products. The NPS is then calculated by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of 

promoters. Thus, if all of the respondents are detractors an NPS of -100 is obtained; instead, if all of the 

respondents are promoters, the resulting NPS is 100. A positive NPS is felt to be good, but an NPS > 50 is 

excellent. Originally, NPS was proposed to measure the willingness of a customer to recommend a product or 

service to others, i.e. as a proxy for gauging the customer’s overall satisfaction with a company’s product or 

service and the customer’s loyalty to the brand (Reichheld, 2003). 

 


